The mockery of a government in the United States is starting to have major ramifications for the global stability of both the United States and other Nations. Afghanistan is yet another victim of this.

For those who need to catch up with this, all you need to do is read the news. Of course, none of the news outlets that are Jewish controlled are going to tell that their champion Joe Biden, has actually really FUCKED UP in the region. Because that would undermine their own narrative on the supreme skilled Joe vs "Idiotic Trump".

Now, the Taliban have literally taken Afghanistan over, because of US oversight in the region. As to why the USA is there in the first place, the claim was that this is because of local oil. The usual claim is being done whether or not there is any oil in the region that is invaded.

However, a large reason on why the US was there, was because apparently bullying every small Nation on the behest of Israel, was looked as a good idea in US external policy for decades. The US finds itself shoveing its nose [and sacrificing military-like sacrificial lambs] for Israel's sacrifices and nonsense existence. The existence of Israel should concern nobody, and if anything, the West should abandon Israel in its warmongering fate, to continue agitating the locals, and leaving it to go extinct without any help.

But this won't happen anytime soon, because Israel makes sure to keep its agents in every Nation, who progressively work to brainwash important decision taking posts, into supporting it. America here comes "first" when it comes to the useful idiot list that Israel will deploy when any problem arises for it.

The issue with having a weak or even senile president is that it brings a national life to a life-and-death situation. This case is even worse because there is not even any domestic war, but everything is slowly burning because of carelessness, wrong values, false priorities, and oversights. Even worse, this is occurring for the US, which still remains the world power.

Unfortunately, this has happened in the West many times over. Joe Biden is essentially senile and appears to really have a total lack of oversight in regards to what goes in any other place. He is busy all day trying to promote the Vaccine and just printing money, and promoting Socialism with just having
open borders.

Effectively, this is going to upset and destroy the lives of millions of Americans, irrespective of creed or color. However, being senile and being part of a world power, also affects the lives of others.

Now that Afghanistan has fallen, Europe should be preparing for a second influx on refugees [both Afghani people] and other people, coming again like they did in 2015. Of course, Rabbi Shekelstein will reassure the worst of the bunch such as new batches of empty prisons are also let to roam in Europe.

At the same rate, psychopathic brats will keep pushing the "Vaccination" and "Climate Change" agenda [which is part of the liberal Biden Agenda], and of course, the Kalergi plan will keep being promoted inside Europe.

Of course, the new influx, won't need frivolous Co-Vid vaccines, or a QR code to walk freely and to be part of Europe. The rights of invaders in Europe and everywhere are undeniable. But for the Europeans I guess; you can't even go to the cafeteria.

Maybe because the Taliban will bomb you? Maybe because of the Co-Vid certificate? Both appear to be equally certain with these crackpots of leaders in Europe, and the crypto-jews running it. Brace yourselves my fellows, the ride is going to get really rocky.

This new migrant "Crisis" will play along just about every other crisis, which makes one wonder: Did the Jew World Order, literally ignore Afghanistan on purpose, allow the bloodshed to happen, to create a domino chaos effect again in the Middle East and then into Europe?

At the same rate, let us also think of this: What if now China goes in, and supports the Taliban? They are apparently trying to set up an actual government in the region.

We will probably live to see Iraq and Iran situation all over again. Might we see that again?

Prior experience in tracking the political steps of these NWO criminals, only tells us that the answer is that: Yes, the chances are very high.

Syria was also caused because they did improper intervention. Now, after doing improper intervention, they allowed everything to destabilize in the region again. Apparently, the Afghani president has evacuated the Nation. The Jew World Order now has many "choices".

The Afghani president also asked for help from the United States, and as it
appears, Joe Biden. But he didn't really give a damn, he probably forgot about 15 minutes later. Maybe he forgot even his name during them speaking on the phone? Who knows.

Between let's say the Mexican in the US that is 3 generations an American, and a random person just entering from a gang, the only answer of the modern neo-liberal government is that these are equals and they need to be forced to live in the same place.

The reality is starting to show, that the so-called "Neo-liberal" values, are only creating bloodshed and war, but also injustice, be this from oversight, or injustices, or because they can't comprehend basic reality.

In fact, anything that made these values appealing at all, is eclipsing from the United States, exactly over the pretext of that these values are supposedly "applied".

At this rate, the current Government of the United States in a nutshell and the only dialectic of it now, is this:

1. Mix up the races cuz muh whites, while jews created all the issues.
2. Allow anyone to come in and put them above any American citizen.
3. Loosen all laws and regulations, promote strange sexual norms, nonsense and just generally social decay.
4. Let everything that is American die such as American values, Constitution amendments and so on.
5. Become a Soviet Vaccine dystopia with hoaxes like Co-Vid to rape the freedoms of people ad nauseum.
6. Use secret services and any important aspect of the country for nonsense bullshit.
7. Print money to kill the dollar, while exponentially taxing people on a currency the government itself is pulling the trigger on.
9. Lip service all the different minorities in the US, while you kill them all by essentially destroying the United States and its cultural and physical foundations that kept it all together until now.
10. Extinct Whites while you are at it because Jews said so and I guess it's fun to do if you are a jew, because they are Amalek and they are ancient enemies from the Bible.
11. Extinct the military and make it a weak fucking mockery that can't even win a war in desolate weak countries, and make sure you disengage it so suddenly that natives die.
12. Make sure you fuck any semblance of freedom of speech or anything globally, by giving the wrong example to all other Nations.
13. Under Neo-liberalism, the most major censorship purge in recent human
history has happened. Comparable only to China, based on the hoax of over-
blowing a "pandemic" as threatening as the seasonal flu: that of Co-Vid.

We could go on and on. What is for certain is that this weakness is breeding
disaster for our world and global community, and we need to turn around our
values and approach if we want to live in a strong balanced war of peace.
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